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Nonlinear Alchemical Disruptor Mechanisms :: Tripartite Spellwork and Documenting Presence :: Disruptor Mechanism Field Protocol

[N.A.D.M. Spellwork excerpted from the Fewkin Operating Systems Manual Vol III: Humanoid BodyMind Systems. A transmission from Elæ : Fewkin systems doula : Green Zone Q Sector 731.
Transcribed with somatic translation and annotation by Lynne DeSilva-Johnson, transtemporal
consciousness coinhabitant, spring-summer 2019 of the Gregorian Calendar. Emergence - #yrs;
Documenting Presence Protocol is an ongoing project of LDJ, adapted here to serve the capacity
of contemporaneous humanoid iterations to facilitate Disruptor Mechanism work in anthropocenic
body-mind systems.]
Herein are proposed three correlated modes of operationalizing concrete disruption,
A Type: Diachronic Biophilic Recode
B Type: Speculative Linguistic Model
C Type: Neuroplastic Somatic Biohack
Under each you will receive not only expository “data” and instructions / prompt, but also
language broken from its illusion as purely (or ever) a “factual” transmission as each disruptive
strategy requires not only a cognitive grasp of the strategies suggested by the emotive,
energetic, sensory-somatic interspecies conversation that necessarily informs the changes ahead.
The critical role of relational aesthetic/sensory social production in the humanoid evolution
ahead cannot be overstated. The institutional systems in which humans are “taught,” by the middle
of the 21st century, serve with great success the power dynamics and conditioned illusions on
which their hierarchies depend, and as such rely on the continued disembodiment and dumbing down
of human subjects. Assessment-centered, military derived education achieves in its objective to
divide and subjugate the 99%1; the removal of creative and somatic practice from education all
play into the training of consumer subjects who become less able to recognize and facilitate
their own disruption / removal from the conditioning that encourages participating in systems
and practices that threatened to send the planet hurtling towards destruction and the apparent
(if linear) end of human life on earth. And yet, there are rifts in consumer culture that allow
alternative practices and systems to break through and become visible, if and when facilitators
utilize established platforms and engage in the moving of energy around, especially if and when
their own nondual release allows for the attraction of Qi in the form of currency—the greed of
others who stand to profit in these cases often supersedes their fear around possible outcomes of
disruptive strategies and power-altering embodiment, breaking down conditioning through creative
content.2 There is a reason creative practice has long been attacked by fascists — it plays a
vital role in all concrete disruption, able as it is to begin to break down if not bypass the
cognitive and psychological blocks learned by the body-mind.

1
See: John Taylor Gatto, “Weapons
of Mass Instruction,” “Against School”; Paul
Goodman, Growing Up Absurd; Buckminster
Fuller, “From Weaponry to Livingry,” “From
Utopia to Oblivion,” more.

2

Janelle Monae, etc.

——————————

A PLEA:
We lose track of the territory, lost in and on the mappings of our making, imagined opacities. We speak as though there can be a
nowhere, as if between capitalized place names were an absence. Re/presentations of the insides of conditioned minds,
at once the landscapes of timelessness, of other languages, of creature and root system,
of stone and its slow journey, of water, of molecule, of current and force.
Rhizome and mycelium, cause to strike root3
Underground superhighways of intelligence, language beyond phoneme and icon; ceaselessly established connections between
semiotic chains, a map and not a tracing, asignifying rupture. The network autopopulating and responsive, symbiotic: in polyphonic
concert and conversation with peat, silt, loam; in open and amorous interdependence with bacterium and larvae, skirting vast colonies of termite and ant, collembola, carabidae. Midwife to cicadas, sap suckling in soil utero for 17 years before mere days of frenzied
mating, breeding and death. Then the cycle begins again, without mourning. From the Greek, for “living together.”

——————————

From the Field: LDJ :: #reflexivity #bourdieu
According to the Fewkin we are headed towards a planetary reboot, a massive interspecies, bio-electric
collaborative operative which will reestablish essential sustainable homeostasis. The earliest notes I have of not
only receiving but also seeking messages as a result of the listening practices Elæ advises will be instrumental
in achieving and maintaining stasis between humanoid and non-human inhabitants on this planet are from
between 2009-2012. At this time I was in the early stages of training in what might now be understood
as essential practices from the Fewkin Humanoid Operating Manuals, but whether “I,” the narrative human
element in the 20-21st century with my particular name and “history” made the decision to embark on these
journeys of self-hacking and investigations into the potentiality of auto-evolutionary engagement “on my
own” or as part of a larger, a-/poly-temporal relationship with other iterations of my consciousness (with
which this perceptual organ was and had always been blurred) is impossible to parse and I will not attempt
to do so.4
Often in this flow state, attempting not to think but rather to receive, my “writing” practice would actually be
better described as the documentation of the observations and signals passing through the hollow bone my
training helped me become: a condition familiar from early childhood before we were discouraged to be radio
across time, space, and species. Often, even while writing or reading these records, whether back to myself
or aloud it is impossible to keep from weeping, sometimes with heaving sobs: the way you might feel if you
weren’t on the planet but were the planet. Death and life a single organism, bird and tree and river, future ends
and beginnings in shoulder, in thigh, in lung.

3
rhizome (n) 1832, from Modern Latin
rhizoma, from Greek rhizoma “mass of tree
roots,” from rhizoun “cause to strike root,
root into the ground, plant,” from rhiza “root,”
probably from PIE root *wrad- “branch, root.”

4
What I can say is that during
these years I invited in the possibility of
transtemporal consciousness and began a
rigorous process of study and practice, seeking
to shift my body-mind out of the traps to which
it had become conditioned, inspired by others
who modeled a move beyond even what a daily
meditation practice could offer. It was clear that
quantum physics as well as spiritual traditions
and myths from the origins of all peoples
offered more than the time-bound, source-bereft
conditions of human life that ideological and
repressive state apparati sought to train bodies
to treat as writ. Obedience culture smacked of
everything wrong with the world. Allopathic
medicine had failed me time and time again, and
my experience was not adequately described
or contained within the narratives of those
institutions. Many around me sought to escape
this profound alienation with substances that
allowed them reprieve from the inadequacies
of the quotidian, but which also created
dependencies and a reprogramming that was out
of step with the cognitive-somatic control of
the source energy in body-mind; many beloveds
perished not because of weakness but because
of love, because their systems railed against the
failures of the world and they sought different
and better, but could not prepare their bodies
for the scales of powerful magic coming through
the drug trade created by greed, fear, and a lust
for power. The substances, in and of themselves
potential allies for our evolution, have become

In 2012, I received messages through somatic plant practice5 but their critical and immediate application
was not understood until the present, wherein the context and impact of these transmissions has been
clarified and their role in establishing and maintaining additional human life here in anticipation of
Emergence has been received. Nonlinear relations between iterations of the Elæ / LDJ consciousness
have recently been identified and established and reliable lines of communication opened. However,
similar to visualization the realization of atemporal cohabitation of awareness operates with lines
blurred between inhabitants of contemporary, past and future body/form as well as “future” and
“past” versions of our “own” narrative/form: not as much a speaking to as a speaking through, without
differention of voice or identity. This state is identity-expansive, polytemporal; unsurprisingly it is
accompanied by an allergic-type resistance to the concept of gender definition along a binary, so
entirely comprehensive all of body types and expressions is a form inviting in its nonlinear variative
iterations.

linchpins in state violence, colonial repression
and white supremacy.

The conversation and annotation offered in this document clarifies the relationship of certain
modalities of neuro-somatic, linguistic, and other systemic operations to the reification of an evolved
human experience, opening the potentiality of averting or rewriting the catastrophic scale of the
Emergence’s depopulation / reset by instituting thriveable cohabitation between human and biome.

With a traumatized body informed by precarity
I was lucky to have neither the means nor
inclination to go too deeply down the rabbit hole,
and I was also desirous of both data and training
if I was ever to use the tools of psychotropic and
other substances in a way I could grok and move
forward with, rather than returning without
adaptation to the same behaviors, reactions,
and experiences. The capacity of the humanoid
body-mind to utilize bio-chemical/magnetic
substances both physical energetic is immense—
we do it every day infinite small and large
ways, in the lab, the kitchen, in the bedroom, the
classroom, etc.—but here were tools offering
major jumps to the perceptual/cognitive system
of the body, out of step with its awareness or the
strategies at its disposal.

————————————

FIGURE 1
#documentingpresence
#rhizome
#emergentarchitectures

It is telling that we judge those who spiral into
addiction more than those too scared or broken to
leave the safe complicity of obedience, those who
do not feel made sick by a sick society. Addiction
is the mirror of our collective sickness, a limbo
for those who seek release before the body’s
cycle is complete, and without the medicine
training / facilitation and ritual intention that
often accompanied earlier investigations with
the plant-chemical origins of these delivery
systems.

In these years I dropped all trained assumptions
about where I would receive the most important
lessons of my life and from whom. I began
learning to move energy and heal with
QuantumTouch, training in and working on TCM
scholarship/tech around somatic-posture
strategies for awareness and discipline of the Qi,
practicing Kundalini and other yogic breath/body
work, studying under herbalists and reading
Hahnemann, receiving frequent acupuncture
in order to address and move trapped energies,
training in Q’ero medicine ritual, and working
through re-wiring fear based mechanisms. I
listened to sound meant to reprogram your DNA
and got a 106 fever immediately, and to this day I

#documentingpresence #fieldrecordings:: site: Elsie Roemer Bird Sanctuary, Alameda, “a fragile habitat”
[37.752141° N, 122.24435° W] :: Flora, cited: Caryophyllaceae, Spergularia marina (L.) Besser. Salt Sandspurry;
Convolvulaceae, Cuscuta pacifica Costea & M. Wright pacifica.; Frankeniaceae, Frankenia salina (Molina)
I. M. Johnston. Alkali Heath; Plumbaginaceae, Limonium californicum (Boiss.) A. A. Heller. Marsh Rosemary;
Poaceae, Poeae, Poa annua L. Annual Blue Grass; Fauna: Least Tern, Marsh Wren (Cistothorus palustris),
Sandpiper, Heron, Pelican. One small snail on a cut stem of wild fennel. Words / Stories :: It’s me again,
here in the liminal space between bodies’ understandings missing each other on the road. Another speaks
“vacation” to me and the syllables land like pennies in a waterless fountain. That isn’t the objective. It’s an
always, an every time, a vectorless yes omnidirectional labor. As hard to not send the email as to send the
email. Not abandonment but discipline: to intentionally get up at 5 am, to do the squats, to research the
plant, to take the notes, to monitor the soma, to take the breaths, to not react, to consciously consider the
mechanics and architecture of the kinship system, to read to make to mark. “Vacation” assumes a wage
slavery, a desire to leave “labor” and discipline behind. But this ease is rigor. This ease is steady learning.
This ease is battle, is struggle. I am uninterested in leaving behind health or balance in search of indulgence
or sloth. Rest, yes, but this alternative mode is anything but absence: not a time to rescind and leave
behind labor but to proceed apace with it with no one else’s schedule or structure but my own. A doubled
labor, a true and seamless labor, the life work with perhaps the most meaning, one that I can give each
day’s hour if I am up to the task. Ari and I talk about 24-hr-micro-socio-poesis, an analysis and engagement
that doesn’t stop. Back, again, to Goffman: where I teach “face-work”, Ari teaches “frame analysis.” The
themes, the golden threads in the warp.6

————————————
Q:
What does it mean to recognize that human language / system / frameworks are at the core of the danger / precarity that define
these days? especially the ways that the body and mind has been programmed to understand capital as a priori.
How can the gathering and application of intelligence from other species and nonhuman organisms, agentive reprogramming of
mind-body systems, and other strategic implementations begin to shift the trajectory towards collapse at a catastrophic scale?

These operatives will not be top down. Those in intentional, agentive communication with nonhuman
species and particularly those whose empathic mechanisms and supersensory-attenuated skill sets
aid in their achieving a position / platform from which they might reach and train, in turn, the
most receptive agents to adopt and pass on these practices will be those who are most effective
in achieving these objectives. Interpersonal and interspecies impact and long-term outcomes
are uninterested in hierarchical, capital-driven, invented and entirely conditional systems
of value. The sooner the body-mind reaches nondual recognition of the narrative illusions and
fear-driven mechanisms reinforcing imperial/colonial, penal (?), fiduciary power dynamics, and
recognizing the ways in which it has been conditioned to operate primarily in response to the
needs of these apparatus, the sooner the potentialities will be able to seed both individually
and, by extension, to the organism/biome. While humans will continue to interface with the
projected hyperrealities of their own making, the power of these institutions feeds directly on
the complicit, willing body, which energetically give over to the modus operandi of the day both

cannot say either that this didn’t work or that it
wasn’t a result of my attempt to alter my inner/
energetic workings without adequate training
or supervision, like Mickey in Fantasia.
5
This could be easily read or
misinterpreted as suggesting the ingestion
or other use of psychotropic plant materials
but the ritual was fully somatic, working
with crystals to aid in facilitation of plant
communication, after a suggested prompt by
CA Conrad. I originally posted the results of
this experimentation on my blog, The Trouble
With Bartleby, in 2012. Find the original entry
at: http://lunaparker.blogspot.com/2012/08/
piezoelectric-somatics-plant.html

6
Goffman, Erving. “On FaceWork:an analysis of ritual elements in social
interaction,” in Interaction Ritual, 1967. “Frame
Analysis: an essay on the organization of
experience,” 1972.

in their active and resting states. The human body-mind functioning at full nondual capacity holds
its energetic reserves from passive participation through awareness and disciplined resistance;
already, the collective outcome of mass body-mind refusal to lend resources to corporeal and
psychological enslavement begins even without further action to erode the hold of capitolocene
power structures, as the energetic resources which once depleted our physical capacity and was
turned against us is now at our disposal to repurpose towards the rebuilding of infrastructures
and socio-cultural systems that can withstand, if not subvert the need for, the Emergence/reboot
ahead.

Is it possible, then, that we might implement an aesthetics of disruption using the terms and materials already at our disposal? To
what extent must we recode, relanguage, unlearn, and reprogram in order to disrupt in a meaningful and sustainable way? How
can relational aesthetics and social practice7, facilitated by creative practitioners and others working in the liminal spaces beyond
institutional definition perform the alchemical transformations that will be required to participate in to get from point A not to point B
but an unrecognizable point, one that doesn’t function on or even suggest there could ever be a solely linear trajectory?
This “Spellwork”, from the Fewkin Systems Operation Manuals, doesn’t include the language we would use in defining role,
discipline, industry, or hierarchical expertise within our current linguistic and cultural models of human life, though through their
study of archivally preserved texts and documents there is an explicit attempt to reference and annotate materials of both past and
future import so as to aid in creating a throughline to aid in translation both literally and conceptually. Here, I interpolate between
the language utilized by Elæ as well as employing and linking to 21st century resources so as to ground and open up conversation
between this work and that of other practitioner-scholars who have neared or intuited similar conceptual protocol or facilitated
adjacent processes in community, public, or discipline.

A conscious relationship to the act of documentation both private and public as
well as upending the hierarchical, gatekept infrastructures of publication, archiving,
and dissemination is essential in conjunction with human body-mind restriction and
reappropriation of energetic resources. These activities compound the beginnings of the
erosion begun to the oppressive, dangerous power structures that hasten catastrophic
Emergence. In fact: training and facilitating others in seizing and reproducing their
own systems of documentation and dissemination is a central infrastructural strategy for
resilient possibility, which I will return to in another transmission. It’s important to
note that until a nondual separation and reclaiming of somatic-energetic resources, the
traumatized/precarious body will usually perceive encouragement to participate in these
counter publics and independent, anti-capital structures as potentially risky, and the
body will respond with electro-chemical signals warning of threat. The strategies here
can assist in shifting internal/perceptual/conditioned humanoid systems in preparation
for ongoing engagement in systems building which ultimately will rely on disciplined
building and maintenance of resource reserves. [For more, see Fewkin OS Manual Volume II
: Sustainable Rhizomatic Structures, Ch. 2, Documentation Strategies; Ch. 4, Publication
and Archives, Ch. 7, Counterpublic Dissemination.]8

7
“Relational Aesthetics,” c. 1990’s,
from French curator Nicholas Bourriaud: “a
set of artistic practices which take as their
theoretical and practical point of departure
the whole of human relations and their social
context, rather than an independent and private
space. Artist as facilitator rather than maker.
See Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, 1998 (Les
Presses Du Reel), Participation (Documents of
Contemporary Art), Claire Bishop, editor, 2006
(MIT Press). Social Practice art (aka, “Socially
Engaged Practice,”) can be understood as
including “any art form which involves people
and communities in debate, collaboration, or
social interaction.” The interaction itself
becomes the art, simultaneously superseding
the expectation of object-oriented, more easily
fetishized art “work,” insofar as can describe
that which can be, also, easily bought and sold.
[see the Tate’s online glossary of art terms at
http://Tate.org.uk/art/art-terms]

8
These strategies are also central
to my/Elae/LDJ’s Precarity Bodyhacking,
How to Human, and Building Interpersonal
Infrastructure facilitation. See resources at
the end of this document.

—————————————[assume the position]
situate a safe distances from the screams / where the murmuration of leaves and sparrows / is
indistinguishable// ask the moon if she will melt you / until vein and ventricle, water table, / stream are a
single system / water and blood a new word / yet undiscovered and unspoken, / but ancient, predating the
clouded logic / that bred exclusion //
HUM, here, dematerializing / until the space between (things)/ offers up its secret densities / a precipice
undetectable / by the tools you were given // still, becoming nothing / the horsefly will land on you /
because you (aren't) / there is no (between)// let her teach you, motionless / until the breeze meeting skin /
moves through rather than over,/ with invitation, acknowledgement, and relief //
remember: others will cling to a solidity that is real / as it was real to you once / and it cannot be with
frustration that you try in vain to disabuse them of this notion. // (conversation) may feel impossible.
where is the line between a desire for a seen soul and ego's learned fear of invisibility? //
you never knew how weariness and joy could be so close

—————————————A Type: Diachronic Biophilic Recode
Recommended: implementation and collective / networked Documenting Presence :: Field Recordings
Protocol for #Sites, #Conditions, #Flora, #Fauna, #Technologies

The diachronic biophilic recode asks the humanoid to abandon the dominant institutional logics and agendas that have required that
we leave our bodies’ / the biome’s / and even scholarly intelligence and innovation (ie, advances in quantum physics, biophilic design,
nanotechnology) behind in the interest of serving the dangerous machines of late capitalism. It considers how to reprogram both our
own consciousness as well as / in tandem with that of our machine intelligence in relationship to nonhuman allies, and to do so in
a fashion that resists the learned directional- temporal trappings of the aforementioned institutional power structures. In preparing
the humanoid body-mind for such a record, the #documentingpresence #fieldrecordings protocol makes strategic and networked a
quotidian re-orientation towards intelligence co-existing in ourselves and our environs through the intentional marking and sharing
of site, conditions, flora, fauna, datum, somatic and other present elements which may have remained previously unconsidered or
rendered invisible via the dominant narrative of consumer / colonial logic.
In Elæ’s Medicine Diaries / letters it is explained how a “listening” practice, wherein one is able to discern the intelligence / messages from
nonhuman allies (without expecting this communication to appear in the form of human “language”) that allows certain humanoids
to survive the drastic changes brought about by Emergence; those from indigenous populations keeping the old ways, some who had
previously been “diagnosed” with a variety of illnesses, children (if their parents would listen), and the rare exception of a seeker / light
worker were able to receive these messages, but in general our systems have disabled these mechanisms. This recode in particular begins
to facilitate a listening practice, which is further accelerated by adjacent operationalizing of B and C types below.

Some questions to consider:
•

How can plants / animals / natural processes break down and reclaim/
reorient our spaces and institutional logics with a logic humans
can download / code / intentionally encourage

•

How can we integrate this information into and with our machines

•

How is this already happening

•

How can this happen in language

•

How is plant a neologism

•

How is plant media

•

What plants break things down, and how

•

What natural processes break things down, and how

•

What is reclamation

•

How is the biome an anarchist rhizome

•

Am I an ally to my biome

•

Where do the edges of evolutionary complacency become blurry and
indistinguishable from fear

FIGURE 2
#documentingpresence
#FLORA
#MEDICINE

#documentingpresence #adaptation #trauma | #flora /medicine: cosmos sulphureus: used for the treatment
of malaria. Edible. Anti-inflammatory, anti-viral, anti-oxidant. Innocence. Zinnia elegans: antioxidant,
antifungal, hepatoprotective, anthelmintic, phytoremediative. The flower essence is said to “enhance
one’s ability to rediscover the child-like qualities of playfulness, innocence and adventure.” Tagetes lucida,
Cempaxóchitl: Beneficial for sore eyes, diarrhea, nausea, indigestion, colic, hiccups, rheumatism, malaria,
feverish illnesses, eczema and scorpion bites. Native, like the others, to central and South America, but
grown and used ritually in Indonesia and other global sites. Psychoactive and burned in Aztec tradition.
Other marigold (calendula) with medical benefits in European traditions to the 12th c. The plants, waiting,
with their epochs of wisdom, on street corners and in gardens, ready to be our allies, speaking healing.
Their beauty not accidental, their draw a signal to come, to look, to learn, to call to the animals that seed
and sow, the insects that drink their nectar. | #soma / #story: I’ve been self-paying for therapy again
this summer. In our last session we agree that it’s never too early to talk to your kids about late-stage
capitalism—as opposed to a few years ago, when my therapist told me I “think too much about systems.”
Grateful to have briefly had an ally, an informed and grounding voice for the chaos seed that could have
been planted around the mediation with my mother. And now, I go back out into the world the way I’ve
usually been, my own healer, trying to be more sloth and less armadillo. But I anthropomorphize too much:
each is exact for its environment. My scars transmuted into skin, emergencies into evolution; I would not
wish the hurt on myself but I am grateful for the learning, now. Ultimately, I can’t pay the fees required if
I miss more than a session a quarter. My schedule too erratic. I write, on the way to the last session, “a
reminder of what one must choose and how the politics of precarity, and care, work. ...can I have a car if I
don’t have a therapist? Am I required to support a privatized business model in the absence of adequate
infrastructures? So much is on the shoulders of the “individual,” left to feel responsible for ones success
or health or happiness or lack thereof.” What smoke and mirrors they’ve shrouded you/us in, until even
therapists tell you it’s your fault, and don’t work with you on systemic analysis. This one didn’t, that’s a
good start. Like a good naturalist, a good participant observer, a good psychonaut, I’ll take this experience
with me and add it to my toolkit, my time traveler’s point of return. I don’t need to swallow it everyday to
remember the pathways.

—————————————B Type: Speculative Linguistic Model [and language hack]
Recommended: implementation and collective / networked Documenting Presence :: Field Recordings
Protocol for #Stories, #Tools
The implementation of speculative linguistic modeling / language hacking, as above, asks the humanoid to abandon the dominant institutional logics
and agendas encode themselves into our consciousness via the ossification of narrative concept maps. It can accelerate both A and C types by jamming
the mechanisms by which humanoids describe and understand their environs and well as somatic experiences / bodily forms. A poetics {literally, a
making} is particularly productive here, in so far as the re/dis/orientation of language’s *structure* as well as materials can be operative in shifting /
dissolving the linkages between perception and mapping. As DiPrima writes in RANT9: “there is no way you can not have a poetics / no matter what
you do: plumber, baker, teacher // you do it in the consciousness of making / or not making your world / you have a poetics: you step into the world /
like a suit of readymade clothes // or you etch in light / your firmament spills into the shape of your room / the shape of the poem, or your body, of yr
loves.” Before structural change is possible, especially within the necropolitics of 21st century global imperialism, speculative linguistics (as a central
corollary to further systemic/biophilic imaginaries) becomes an essential practice for all humanoids seeking freedom from the dominant paradigm.
Neofascist control of media and attendant cultural mechanisms which would frame speculative practice and/or philosophy or other investigation as

9
More from RANT: “history is a living
weapon in your hand / & you have imagined it, it
is thus that you / ‘find out for yourself’/history
is the dream of what can be, it is / the relation
between things in a continuum // of imagination
/ what you find out for yourself is what you
select / out of an infinite sea of possibility /
no one can inhabit your world //...the ultimate

the purview of elites only confirms its necessity; the tradition of naming and reclaiming language in shadow subcultures built in response to oppressive
mechanisms illustrates this practice already at play if not cognitively named, recognized or developed as agentive protocol. This model / hack points to
that history as well as that of speculative fiction and media understood as “foretelling” what later occurs; we suggest it isn’t a foretelling but a writing, a
making possible of new maps through language that precedes systemic feasibility. It is in essence a transtemporal practice, in tandem with the biophilic
recode, positioning consciousness in a multiplicity of sites, thereby expanding the boundaries of possibility for the “present.”

claustrophobia is the syllogism / the ultimate
claustrophobia is “it all adds up” / nothing adds
up & nothing stands in for anything else //...THE
ONLY WAR THAT MATTERS IS THE WAR AGAINST THE
IMAGINATION/ALL OTHER WARS ARE SUBSUMED IN IT”
(1985, included in the 1990 collection Pieces of a
Song.)

—————————————“Language is nothing but meanings, and meanings are nothing but a flow of contexts. Such contexts rarely coalesce into images,
rarely come to terms. They are transitions, transmutations, the endless radiating of denotation into relation.”
Lyn Hejinian, from the introduction to The Language of Inquiry

FIGURE 3
Tabula Peutingeriana; itinerarium, cursus publicus. The map, if not
preceding the territory10 is preceded by humanoid capacity to
conceive, imagine, and name. All maps are in essence speculative.

10
"WHEN THE EMPIRE CRUMBLED, ALL THAT
WAS LEFT WAS THE MAP. ... HENCEFORTH, IT IS THE
MAP THAT PRECEDES THE TERRITORY—PRECESSION
OF SIMULACRA—IT IS THE MAP THAT ENGENDERS THE
TERRITORY AND IF WE WERE TO REVIVE THE FABLE
TODAY, IT WOULD BE THE TERRITORY WHOSE SHREDS
ARE SLOWLY ROTTING ACROSS THE MAP." (IN JEAN
BAUDRILLARD, SIMULACRA AND SIMULATION, 1981.)

Some questions to consider:
•
		
		

How can we change our relationship to self, time, perception, biome,
future/past, each other, and our allies by agentively altering
the language we use to describe ourselves and our experiences?

•
		
		

How, where, when, and in what ways can we produce, use, and facilitate
the adoption of speculative language models (and or, expanded critical
descriptions in the place of words that obscure / obfuscate / mask)?

•

What does this look like as a personal practice?

•

How can this happen in public / interpersonal spaces and/or communities?

•
		
		
		
		
•
		

How can change agents and/or educators integrate this practice into
their pedagogy? How can we all understand ourselves as change agents
via operationalizing speculative and intentional linguistic practices
and/or hacks?

•
		

How can we become aware of the ways in which language is blocking
and/or reducing adaptive learning / evolution / allyship?

How can this happen in kinship networks and/or blood
how is this particularly challenging in the latter)?

families (and

—————————————An excerpt from “Par, Muddy, Sibter, Nibling, and Sprog : Languaging a Future for Lovepersons,” (forthcoming).
The space of speculative narrative, itself a type of autonomous zone, has long been a workshop for utopian mental
experimentation, which continues to take to task the failures of institutional power structures and the standardized roles
around which they operate and on which their maintenance relies.
Utopian and queer reimaginings of social structure, hierarchy, and gender (as well as conceptions of genderless, or gendertransformative characters) are central to the science fiction of well known writers like Samuel Delaney and Ursula K. LeGuin,
as well as countless others who are more familiar to readers of the genre--or of graphic novels, like Neil Gaiman’s popular
Sandman series, known for gender fluid and variant characterizations.
Donna Haraway’s recent collection, Staying with the Trouble, includes a speculative effort she calls “The Camille Stories,”
where she imagines five generations of “Camilles” as human-animal symbionts born to the Communities of Compost,
envisioned as children born “in the context of community decision making” to horizontally formed human systems
intentionally designed to “mutate the apparatuses of kin making and to reduce radically the burdens of human numbers
across the earth,” and wherein “every new child must have at least three parents, who may or may not practice new or
old genders.”11
Both in theory like Bey’s or Haraway’s and in speculative narrative, the creation and use of the neologism becomes a linguistic
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safe space where expansive conceptions can begin to become concretized. Haraway writes of how Camille “gives” her
the adage “Make Kin, Not Babies,” which she explains “joins a litter of symbiogentic and sympoetic provocations that
lure [her] writing,” here especially troubling the word “kin” and its fraught relationship to anthropology -- she stresses that
imagining a new possibility for kin making requires that our words be “resignified, repopulated, and reinhabited.”12
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Haraway herself stresses the necessity of Science Fiction in this essential reimagining, with reconfigurations and invention
of language as an essential tool, nodding to her own indebtedness with the help of indigenous writer and advocate Daniel
Heath Justice’s gender-expansive Kynship Chronicles13 and work towards, as Justice puts it, “imagining otherwise.”
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Usage of variant gender and sexuality terminology and imagination has long been a pattern in a wide variety of autonomous
zones wherein this freedom beyond the confines of normative social mores is possible, as exemplified by the persistence of
the Spivak pronouns on the early text-based Multi-User virtual world LamdbaMOO, where they were added as an optional
“gender setting” in 1991, leading to a standardized adoption of Spivak gender neutral pronouns in online forums, help
texts and in the rulesets of nomic games. In addition, MUD’s14 and MOO’s have long had masculine, feminine, neuter,
either, both, "splat" (asterisk), plural, egotistical, royal, and 2nd as gender options. If we counter the regulations and
strictures, as well as precarities of the socio-cultural landscape, even the earliest, low tech versions of multiplayer online
environments15 can be understood as an accessible speculative world wherein chosen gender identity and presentation
has, for going on 3 decades, been an active space of exploratory freedom.
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DIMENSION / DOMAIN, IS A MULTIPLAYER REAL-TIME
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LAMBDAMOO IS AN OBJECT-ORIENTED VARIANT OF A
MUD. (NOTE: THE VERBAL SIMILARITY TO LAMDBA LIT
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Taking the idea of the speculative off of the page and into daily practice, I posit that the space of linguistic adoption and
play, both as a personal practice as well as within local / community/ family / child-rearing structures can begin to produce
a shift in consciousness without requiring or waiting for the infrastructural/institutional/ideological conditions in which
these sorts of changes are “normal,” accepted or supported. Where speculative and creative spaces have allowed for this
imagining both vis-a-vis gender often alongside other necessary evolutionary shifts around resources, scientific advances,
cyborg and human+ futures, etc., giving ourselves and others permission to “play,” and in so doing work on rewriting our
own stories.

HARAWAY, IBID, P. 216.
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A FORERUNNER OF SECOND LIFE, AND A
SOCIAL PRECURSOR TO THE SOCIAL MEDIA SITES AND
FORUMS THAT ARE NOW SO UNIVERSAL

—————————————C Type: Neuroplastic Somatic Biohack
Recommended: implementation of individual and collective / networked Documenting Presence ::
Field Recordings Protocol for #Soma, #Data in tandem with agentive Somatic practice and/or study
The implementation of a protocol of somatic awareness, and then as possible somatic techniques understood as an agentive, intentional form of biohacking, as above, asks the humanoid to contradict and re-program the conditioned body, bringing to bear on their practice data science around
neuroplastic capabilities of humanoid body-mind systems and the ubiquitous persistence of neural material throughout that system. Also of use is
familiarization with basic processes of human development (vs., for instance, animal development) vis-a-vis instinctual vs. learned behaviors, and
environmental factors. Also essential here is a grounding in neural and physiological conditions, traits, and outcomes of trauma, so pervasive in
the 21st century body, and so largely absent from “health” and other dominant bodily narratives in the 20th and 21st centuries. An application of
quantum energy relationships also is considered as we approach the “body” using new language and new lenses: biomechanical, electrical, kinetic,
adaptive / evolutionary, traumatized, energetic, and so on.
Even in 20th century human literature and inquiry there are productive tools towards this re-orientation. In particular see Feldenkrais, and Arakawa
and Gins, the latter a prime example of productive speculative linguistic hacks within a consideration of the evolutionary humanoid relationship to
its embodied habitus.16
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A critical note: for many energies present as humanoid bodies, the psycho-linguistic relationship of soma to narrative will be so strong, and so
deeply tied to trauma-oriented reactivity / instinct / mechanisms, that cognitive-linguistic hacks alone, and/or the work of the A or B type Disruptor
Mechanisms above will not be able to take root in the system without somatic practice. When we understand our cognitive capabilities to be firmly
rooted in embodied materia, we recognize that we cannot undertake cognitive reprogramming without simultaneously working with the physical /
somatic. We begin by naming and watching, then (to what extent the body allows) learning musculoskeletal and breath-oriented control mechanisms.
Hereby, among other results, we work with a traumatized nervous system to re-establish “rest and digest,” letting the body know that it is not in danger.
Working with the breath, when available to the humanoid in practice, has the capacity to open up neuroplastic porosity in a manner not dissimilar to
hypnosis. Working with the body, when available, to locate and re-align musculature out of balance can have a profound effect, facilitating the impact
of further linguistic-driven biohack inquiry as well as the work of the previous mechanisms.

FIGURE 4
neural networks before agentive training
(L), 2 wks after stimulation (center), 2
months after stimulation (R)

#DOCUMENTINGPRESENCE
#DATAVISUALIZATION
#NEUROPLASTICITY

[An invitation to our bodies: Rest and Digest]
Take a minute to check in with your breath. Are you breathing?
First, simply try to become aware of your breath coming in and out of your body, without changing it.
Your breath doesn’t end at your lungs. Closing your eyes, visualize the in-breath as its imperceptible elements
move through and across all membranes and cells of your body, oxygen/life/energy spreading to all parts of
you.
See if you can move to a four:seven count, at your own pace. Four in, pause, spread, seven out. You’ve just
told your body it is safe, and can more clearly work through your projects and ideas.

Initial questions for the embodied mind:17
How do you feel?
How did you ask and answer the first question? Did it include, “how does my body feel?” Ask
again, this time checking in specifically with different parts of your body. If you have
time, do a slow and deliberate body scan, starting with your feet and moving through your
limbs, core, to the top of your head. Where are you holding tension?
How and when are you aware of how your body feels? Did you learn anything from the bodyscan
that you weren’t already aware of, and/or check in with pressure / pain / or tension that
you otherwise ignore?
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For more questions and prompts, via
a variety of System / Body Hacking for Radical
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http://www.theoperatingsystem.org/
building-interpersonal-infrastructures/; more
resources, somatic scores, and a full open source
work-book for Somatic Bodyhacking either
collaboratively or independently, specifically
around the issues of trauma and precarity, can
be found here: https://squareup.com/store/
the-operating-system/item/collaborativeprecarity-bodyhacking-work-book-andresource-guide

Do you regularly ignore pain or other discomfort in your body? How and when? If so, when
did you begin a practice of ignoring?
Have you internalized the belief that it is in some way “counterproductive,” unwise,
unacceptable, risky or otherwise impossible to prioritize the above?
How have institutions of “learning” been instrumental in your disembodiment?
If you are an educator, how might your classroom, as a hinge between your teaching and the
institution within which you function, be in danger of reinforcing disembodied practices
in students? Where else within the institutions you labor in can you identify policies
or expectations that encourage and/or require disembodiment from staff and/or students?
How have you carried patterns of disembodiment into your own practice and/or relationships?
What would you do if it was systemically and institutionally safe and supported for you
to prioritize your body? What would you change?18
How are our bodies wired for our intentional adaptation?
What is wired into us vis-a-vis precarity and other conditional / contextual learning and
how does that differ from other animals?
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What practices and procedures can assist us in reprogramming our somatic relationship
to reaction as opposed to intentional interrelational communications between body (as
diachronic temporary location of forces and materials) and biome / energy / devices /
intelligence?
How can we become aware of the traces of our conditioning and begin to create new operating
systems for our somatic mechanisms?
How is understanding the relationship to somatic / traumatic conditioning a key to
dismantling fear-driven systems of power and finding inroads between divisive groups and/
or individuals?

—————————————From the Field :: LDJ:
The Documenting Presence Field Protocol offered here for the three initial Disruptor Mechanisms practiced and now shared with us by the
Fewkin have been in development by myself/Lynne for some years. While it should not surprise us that our bodies (which have learned to
institution / consume where they could have learned to human, animal, energy, or biome) I/Lynne find(s) that especially in our “adult” form,
humans in the anthropocene balk when presented with information / strategy / practices that expose our weaknesses / fears / programming.
As a being/form working in situ in the 20-21st century, “Lynne” has direct experiential access to the challenges facing those in this era and so
I/they/through-this-form-we/Elæ have been developing gentle, non-judgmental open source practices that are available to both the layperson
and the pedagogue alike. These practices are in and of themselves “Disruptor Mechanisms,” but include practical / bodily strategies that are
unnecessary to the Fewkin, having already evolved in and through new bodies not beholden to the challenges of our forms at the perceptual
time of this writing (“2019”).
The edges between transmission and perception / cognition cannot be clearly identified; but then again, once language, body and biome begin
to not only blur but be ground to sand for adaptive reuse for future possibility, all is infinite and void.
These resultant notated transmissions of which [I] seek to be humble attendant and translator represent only a fraction of the intelligence
brimming below the surface, for which I can only hope to serve, as above, as radio. Below, a final offering, an unedited plant transmission
facilitated by quartz, from 2012.
If only we would listen. Will you?
ONWARD.

—————————————-

POSTSCRIPT: [from PIEZOELECTRIC SOMATICS : PLANT TRANSMISSIONS]
NETWORK CAPABILITIES
NETWORK CAPABILITIES
CAPILLARIES
ALL THE INFORMATION WE HAVE EVER NEEDED OR WILL EVER NEED IS HERE.
THE PLANT WORLD IS THE BRAIN, THE NEURAL NETWORK.
THE ANIMAL SPECIES ARE THE MUSCLES THAT FACILITATE ITS RECEIPT AND CIRCULATION.
EACH GENUS IS LIKE AN ORGAN, EACH SPECIES THE SIGNAL CARRIED BY THOSE CHANNELS
IN HUMANITY THE PLANT BECAME NEURAL INFORMATION, AND THE ANIMALS/ORGANS COMBINED TO TRANSMIT
AND HYPERACCELERATE THIS INTELLIGENCE.
IN EACH BODY DIVINITY
IN EACH BODY THE UNIVERSE
IN EACH BODY THE MARRIAGE OF FLORA AND FAUNA
WE CONTAIN EACH OTHER
Just as that sparrow has been perfectly designed for her job, so have you.
But since each human contains its own universe that task is not pre-programmed
and requires a mindful reconciliation of its spheres.
You can teach and (re)-learn to recognize your own patterns and abilities
by familiarizing yourself with our intelligence.
In your own system the language is more highly coded, a system of multi generational glyphs.
INTUITIVE JUMPS ARE THE WAY
DON'T WAIT FOR LOGIC

